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INTERPRETING TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT AND LIFE SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS IN AN EXCLUSIVELY TRIBAL PANCHAYAT OF KERALA

Abstract

The Kerala Panchayati Raj(KPR) Act and the associated guidelines were drafted considering the context 

of Kerala as a whole and therefore during the formation of Edamalakkudy Panchayat(a tribal panchayat), 

provisions to cater to the specific interests of the tribal community seems to have not been incorporated. It 

is in this background that a field study was undertaken to comprehend the experiences of Edamalakkudy 

Tribal Panchayat during the last five years with special reference to its socio-political transformation. 

The institution of Tribal Panchayat is found to be widely accepted and appreciated by the tribal 

community and is gradually improving its functional efficiency. The Panchayati Raj system has played a 

key role in the socio-political engagement of tribal women in Edamalakkudy. The implementation of 

MGNREGA, participation in SHGs, Micro finance etc have helped the upliftment of the tribals. Physical 

connectivity and wage employment (Nooru Pani) are now becoming a reality. The members of the Gram 

Panchayat(GP), including the President, are not familiar with the day to day administration and 

administrative procedures as they do not have any prior administrative experience. At present, some kind 

of political consciousness is visible among Muthuvans of Edamalakkudy. However, there are certain 

associated issues also. The privileges of the Kudis, the basic unit of social life, have been curtailed now as 

the new Panchayati Raj system has assumed powers in local governance. The Kudis are now not in a 

position to perform important judicial functions since the kanis have lost some of their traditional 

privileges. The new Panchayat Raj system is also a major factor in curtailing the powers of kanis. There is 

no clear cut division of power between kanis and the members of the GP and instances of conflicts could be 

seen.  No linkage between the traditional leadership and GP leadership could be found. No new 

institutions have been developed after Edamalakkudy GP was formed. Aspects of local governance are 

still an unknown territory for the community. Remoteness of the region, lack of special provisions  for the 

GP, the presence of external agencies in the area of operation, scarcity of fund, lack of officials etc  are 

some of the major bottlenecks.
The GP office needs to be transferred fully to Edamalakkudy which is still partially functioning from 

Munnar. Special provisions are to be incorporated in the KPR Act.  A comprehensive tribal friendly 

master plan isshould be formulated. The lessons learned have far-reaching implications for improving the 

quality of life of the tribals, and initiating a new dialogue of tribal development and empowerment. The 

scope of delineating more tribal Panchayats with tribal majority has to be explored. 
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Introduction

Kerala State does not come under the perview of the scheme of Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas 
1(PESA) . although it has a number of GPs with considerable tribal population and the Tribal Sub Plan 

2(TSP)  is a key component of its plan. Edamalakkudy in Idukki is the only Village Panchayat(VP) 

populated exclusively by tribals. It was carved out of a single ward of Munnar VP during the delimitation 

in 2010. Its population is spread over twenty eight settlements and  numbers 2236 as per 2011 Census. The 

entire population of the GP belong to the Muthuvan community. This is the smallest GP in terms of 

population size, having an elected representative (ward member) each for roughly 170 persons, the highest 

citizen-panchayat ward member ratio in the state.
The KPR Act, 1994 and its subsequent amendments, orders and guidelines issued in its wake were all 

framed taking into consideration the wider context of Kerala. It was therefore natural that the specific 

interests of the tribal community were not taken into consideration. The relationship between the 

traditional structures, the stress and strain caused by the coexistence of traditional and modern institutions 

and the newly formed nuances of the VP and the inability of many people to access the services due to 

problems related to inexperience in governance and difficult terrain are matters of great concern. In this 

context, it will be educative to study the experiences of Edamalakkudy during the last five years and assess 

their implications for other VPs in the state with significant tribal population.
The present study focuses on socio-economic development of the Edamalakkudy which is formed as the 

first GP in the State exclusively for the tribes.  It also studies the synch between the traditional tribal 

institutions and modern PR institutions of governance and the areas of accommodation and conflict 

between them.

The GP at a Glance

Edamalakkudy GP, the first tribal Panchayat in Kerala, was formed as per G. O (P) No. 99/2010/LSGD 

dated on 20/05/2010. It was carved out of Edamalakkudy ward of Munnar Panchayat in the year 2010. The 

Panchayat is divided into 13 wards. The former Speaker of State Legislative Assembly K. 

Radhakrishnan's visit to Edamalakkudy on May 5th 2008 was a milestone in the formation of the 

Panchayat. He was the first ever Speaker to visit the region and float the idea of forming an exclusiveTribal 

GP. Even though an exclusive Tribal GP (TGP) was formed no steps have been taken to make any special 

provisions or legislation in this regard. The TGP is working under a macro framework that was set for all 

the Panchayats in State under the KPR Act.

All the people (1196 male+1040 female) of Edamalakkudy (2011 Census) belong to Muthuvans  tribe that 

had migrated from Madurai in Tamil Nadu to various parts of the present Idukki district. Later on in early 

1 The Panchayats Extension to Scheduled Areas(PESA) Act, 1996  was enacted on 24 December 1996 to enable Gram Sabhas(GSs) to govern their natural resources. 

The  Act  provides for  extension of the provisions of Part IX of the Constitution relating to the Panchayats to the Scheduled Areas.

2 The Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) strategy was evolved for the rapid socio-economic development of tribal people in the 5th Five-Year Plan has the objectives of socio-

economic development and Protection of STs against exploitation through legal and administrative support for narrowing the gap between their levels of development 

to that of the general communities. The important aspect of this strategy is ensuring allocation of funds for TSP areas at least in proportion to the ST population of each 

of the State/UT.
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1950's they came to  Edamalakkudy area.  This 106 sq km village is located in the reserve forest of 

Devikulam Taluk, Idukki District. Of the total  30 kudis(settlements) in Edamalakkudy only twenty eight 

are inhabited now. The kudis are  uneven  in size and are geographically seperated from each other. 

Idalipparakudi, spread over, two wards is the biggest of all where more than hundred families live. Other 

kudis are relatively small with each ward covering three or four kudis. Ther is only one family in the  

Malikkudi.
There are three different routes to reach various kudis in the Panchayat. The major route leading to 

Societykkudi, one of the main kudis in Edamalakkudy, starts from Pettimudi. The second route is from 

Valppara in Coimbatore District of Tamilnadu, and the third one is from Anakkulam in Mankulam 

Panchayat. From the latter two there are more than one pathway to reach various kudis in the Panchayat. In 

between Munnar and Societykkudi there are two forest check points. The State Forest Department's 

permission is needed, to enter Edamalakkudy Panchayat. Because of all these reasons the route from 

Munnar to Societykkudi via Pettimudi is considered the official route.
3From Pettimudi one has to walk about 17 kms  to reach Societykkudi. Once the construction of the road 

from Pettimudi to Societykkudi is completed, light vehicles can reach Societykkudi and so people can 

avoid walk (more details about the road . Pettimudi is about twenty two kms away from Munnar. 

Pettimudi can be reached from Munnar via Rajamala (Eravikulam National Park) by light vehicles such as 

jeep. No bus service is available to Pettimudi and the proposed road is the hope to Societykkudi and 

nearby kudis. This road will not help the other kudis. As per the orginal road plan vehicles would be 

allowed only up to the second check post of the Forest Department situated at a distance about eight kms 

from Pettimudi. This point is called Shed by the people in the kudis as there is a shed which is meant for the 

sheltering of the forest officials. From this shed the farthest of kudis are Nooradi and Mulakuthara. 

Nooradi is twenty kms away from the Shed. Thenparakkudi is at a walking distance of 10-15 minutes from 

the Shed. But other kudis are  between 8- 20 KMs away from the Shed. Among these Vellavara is the 

nearest, which is about eight km away from the Shed. Perumkadavukudi and Nooradikkudi are separated 

by two big water streams that are difficult to cross during the rainy season requiring five hours journey 

along a different path.. The kudis that border the Edamalakkudy are Anamala on the east,, Neerarpuzha 

(River Neerar) on the west, Mankulam and Anakkulam on the north and Kadalar and Pettimudi Estates on 

the south(K. P. Subhash Chandran: 2011).

Muthuvans of Edamalakkudy

Muthuvans who have come down from Madurai, Tamil Nadu to the present Idukki region have been 

staying in various parts of the region (P. T. Thomas 1958: 48, L. A. Krishna Iyer 1988: 3, V Nagam Aiya 

1999: 419, P Bhaskaranunni 1999: 424, and Edgar Thurston 1909: 88).  Muthuvan is a numerically small 

tribal community. It is indicated that as per the 1941 census the then population of tribes in Travancore 

was 2400 (P. T. Thomas 1958: 46). According to a legend they got the name Muthuvan because  they keep 

everything on their back or muthuku (P T Thomas 1958: 60, V Nagam Aiya 1999: 419, L A Krishna Aiyer 

1988: 25). 
Muthavans  can be categorised into two groups viz., eastern and western Muthuvans. Eastern Muthuvans 
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speak Malalyalam and the western Muthuvans speak Tamil (P. T. Thomas 1958: 51-52). Muthuvans in 

Edamalakkudy speak Malayalam, Tamil and their own tribal language. Muthuvans speak to each other in 

their own tribal language that has no script.
4The Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy were unknown to the outside world till the 1980s . Edamalakkudy  is 

exclusively inhabited by Muthuvans and outsiders are not allowed to stay or enter the region without 

permission from the Chief Conservator of Forests. A check-post has been built by the Forest Department 

in order to check outside intrusion. 

Development Experience of Edamalakkudy 

To understand development experience of Edamalakkudy we need to understand its geographical 

location, socio-economic conditions and cultural life of the peopleBeing a region separated from the non-

tribal mainland it needs certain specific kind of development. It is the people in the region who are to 

decide what they need. Being the first ever TGP Edamalakkudy should ideally have a different approach 

to development. Unlike the other VPs some special considerations led to the formation of Edamalakkudy 

as a VP and these considerations should determine the development model of the VP.

In this context it is pertinent to compare the region with the rest of Kerala taking into consideration all its 

socio-economic and geographical specificities. It was indeed very natural that the people in the region had 

very little say in the devolopmetal decision-making before the formation of the Panchayat since 

Edamalakkudy region was only a ward of Munnar Village Panchayat at that time. Hence it is important 

here to analyze how the development activities that had already been started in the region when it was part 

of Munnar VP should be continued in the present Panchayat. For facilitating this it is necessary to evaluate 

the development discourse in the pre and post formation period of the VP. Towards this end an attempt is 

made here to understand the development activities done so far and the socio-economic life and living 

standard of the people in the region.
The Edamalakkudy GP area is underdeveloped compared to any other region in the State due to a variety 

of reasons. The foremost is the geographical location of the region. All other reasons are related to this 

one. The Kerala Model of Developmen (KMD) suggests that social development is a   pre-condition for 

economic development. Eradication of poverty becomes very important in KMD. It is believed that 

agriculture and industry have to be developed first and only then improvement in the people's standard of 

living would take place. Kerala's case shows that conditions of the life of the people can be improved even 

at a low level of economic growth (PK Michael Tharakan 1997:1). A new nuance of development 

emerged and attracted worldwide attention with the publication in 1975 of a case study on Kerala entitled 

'Poverty, Unemployment and Development Policy', by the Centre for Development Studies under KN Raj 

(K P Kannan and Vijayamohanan Pillai N 1997: 5).
In the KMD social aspects of development are given more importance than the economic ones. These 

social aspects have their historical roots in the socio-religious reform movements of the colonial period 

which continued in independent Kerala with the policies persued by the various State governments. The 

4  It was an unfortunate incident that made them known to the outside world in 1980 when some 25 children  died of some deceases in Edamalakkudy. The parents and 

relatives were helpless in the situation. The government came to know about this shocking incident much later (Joy Thirumoolapuram 1981: 6 and K. P. Subhash 

Chandran 2001: 16).
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logic of the choice of socio-religious reform movements, political movements, responsive governments, 

public policies with regard to investment patterns and income distribution, and the influence of settlement 

pattern are all important to understand the particular pattern of development of Kerala (PK Michael 

Tharakan 1997: 4). Here in Edamalakkudy such factors are absent as it has a very short history and 

remained alienated from the mainland.
There are some studies which relate the discourse of development with the Malayalee identity. Kerala has 

a unique culture and the Malayalee identity is very much related to that. Different States in India do of 

course have their unique languages, histories and cultures. Through the discourse of the KMD, however, a 

further uniqueness, that of the experience of 'social development' preceding economic development, has 

been claimed for Kerala. This idea has been powerfully projected in public discourse and was internalized 

by late twentieth century Malayalees and it still serves to define the very sense of being a Malayalee (J 

Devika 2007: 1). 
Edamalakkudy lacks such an identity or the uniqueness related to the Malayalee identity. The first reason 

behind is that the area is tucked in the forest far away from the mainstream Kerala society. Consequently, 

the Muthuvans' contact with the so called mainstream community becomes restricted obviously. The 

language, history and culture of the people in the region are entirely different from the rest of Kerala's, 

though it has some connections with it. Their ancestors have come from Tamil Nadu, their language is not 

Malayalam, and so their history is also very different.
Further, the KMD has influenced the state sponsored programmes and action plans. As regards 

indigenous (tribal) people, Kerala followed the broad approach of national government. Most of the 

programmes implemented were also within the framework provided by the Ccentral government, as it 

was mandatory for the state to abide by it (Darley Jose Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 2004: 244). A 

number of programmes and projects have been formulated and implemented by the Kerala State for the 
5tribes in Kerala .  Many of them were not successful. Due to a number of reasons such efforts made by the 

government also did not contribute towards the development of the region and its people. In other words 

they become outliers of the programme (for more details, see John Kurien 1995). Development indicators 

like high literacy, better demographic traits, Government spending in service sector, remittance income, 

etc., which were pivotal in the KMD have played only a limited role in the development of tribal 

communities (D Rajasenan 2013: 100).
Tribes with good education and employment (Malayarayan, Kanikkaran, Kuruma and Kurichya) have a 

better living standard and hence they can generally be termed as forward whereas those with low or poor 

education, employment and living standard indicators (Paniya, Adiya, Urali, Kattunaika, Muthuvans 

Irula etc.) are categorized as backward (D Rajasenan 2013: 103). Apart from the case of tribes in other 

parts of the State, Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy are again alienated from the developmental programmes 

of the State. 

5 Currently the state has more than 40 development and welfare programmes specifically targeting the indigenous communities, and each family benefits from one or 

more of such programmes. Most of these have been formulated and implemented under the guidelines of the Tribal Sub-Plan (Darley Jose Kjosavik and N 

Shanmugaratnam 2004: 255). The developmental programmes for the scheduled Tribes in the state are implemented through the Scheduled Tribes Development 

Department, Local Self-Government Institutions (LSGIs) and Oorukoottams. The Scheduled Tribes Development Department, which came into existence in 1980, has 

seven Intensive Tribal Development (ITD) project offices, Nine Tribal Development offices and 48 Tribal Extension Officers (TEO) at field level. The Scheduled 

Tribes Development Department is implementing various schemes (about 47 projects/schemes/ programmes/initiatives), which can be broadly categorized under five 

headings: educational, health care, social upliftment, cultural development and other development schemes utilizing the funds of the State as well as Central 

Government (K C Baiju 2011: 13).
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Institutional Arrangements

When compared to any other VP in Kerala the number of institutions that Edamalakkudy VP is having is 

very limited. Certain educational institutional including a lower primary school, a primary health centre, a 

cooperative society and the institutions functioning under the society (two public distribution shops and a 
6

Neethi Store in Munnar), and a sub-centre for collecting Minor Forest Produces (MFPs)   under Adivasi 
7

Vana Samrakshana Samithi (AVSS)  are the major institutions functioning in the GP area. There are 27 

educational institutions including the LPS, ten Anganwadis, five single teacher schools and eleven multi 
8

grade learning centres (MGLCs) . All these institutions had been set up in the region before the formation 

of the GP by the State Government under various State Sector and Central Sector programmes. Proposals 

have been made to establish some new institutions, to be funded by the State Government. The new 

proposals include ayurvedic dispensary, upgradation of an MGLC into lower primary school, an akshaya 
9e-centre , and a homoeopathic dispensary. Once the institutions are established by the State Government, 

the GPt will have control over them.

Institutional and Non-institutional Assets

The institutional assets of the GP are the buildings for LP School, MGLCs, ITDP Schools and 

Anganwadis and the buildings for public distribution shops, sub-centre for the collection of MFPs, PHC, 

Forest Office, Pakalveedu (palliative care centre) etc. The non-institutional assets constitute the roads, 

bridges, pathways in kudis, public wells, check dams etc. Being a Panchayat located in a remote forest are 

the non-institutional assets are fewer with most of them having been constructed before 2010 when 

Edamalakkudy was a part of the Munnar VP. These assets were created under various schemes of the GP at 

various levels. Most of them were projects formulated exclusively for the tribes in Edamalakkudy. Many 

of the projects were completed and some are under construction. Some projects were stopped at some 

point of time for various reasons. Small pathways within and across various kudis are non durable as they 

are just mud paths and mud roads. Some buildings used as Sathram and Valaymappura are kutcha 

constructions. There are some cane bridges across the streams.

Impact of Developmental Activities on the VP

The developmental activities in the GP may impactat two levels; at developmental level and cultural level. 

Disparity in development is visible across the different tribal habitations or kudis Development and the 

changes that follow that are visible in one part of the region absent in other parts of the region. The road is 

6 Minor Forest Produce (MFP) is a subset of forest produce and got a definition only in 2007 when the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, was enacted. MFP is the non-timber forest products collected by the forest dwellers from the forest.

 7 Adivasi Vanam Samrakshana Samithi (AVSS) is a parallel system of community based user group-institution in the forest divisions by involving the tribes.

8 The Multi-Grade Learning Centres (MGLC), single-teacher schools in the remote tribal and coastal areas of the State, will cease to exist this March with the 

conclusion of a three-year extension. MGLCs were set up in 1997 to ensure universal primary education under the District Primary Education Project (DPEP) across 

the State. After the enactment of the Right to Education Act in 2012, the State government had announced the conversion of MGLCs into primary schools. But this was 

not actually done. There were 354 MGLCs in the State and 11,888 students dependent on it (See more at: http://righttoeducation.in/kerala-2#sthash.NCgrw8LV.dpuf).

 9 A decision had already been taken on the computerisation in the region. Information Kerala Mission has tied up with National Informatics Centre and ANERT to 

make computerisation possible in Edamalakkudy, the only Village Panchayat in the state left out in the e-governance project (Edamalakudy tribal panchayat to enter e-

age, The Hindu, Sep. 4, 2011, http://www.ibnlive.com/news/india/edamalakudy-tribal-panchayat-to-enter-e-age-397775.html).
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the key factor behind these kinds of development and other changes that followed it.
The more developed of the areas is Societykkudi, which can be considered as the capital of 

Edamalakkudy, and the kudis surrounding it. Areas remote to Societykkudi are lagging in development. 

The relatively developed ares comprise of Societykkudi, Nadukkudi, Andavankudi, Kandathukudi, 

Kavakkattukudi, Ampalappara, Ampalappadi, Sheddukudi, and Edalippara. The backward  areas 

comprise of Parappayar, Nooradi, Meenkuthi, Perumkadavu, Mulakuthara, Chennaippara, Parakkudi, 

Keezhpatham, Melpatham, Iruppukallu, Nenmanalkkudi, Koodalarukudi, Vellakkasamkudi, Malikkudi 

and some other kudis. Not falling in these two catgories there are two other kudis namely Thenpara and 

Vellavara which are away from Societykkudi but not too far away from the road to the Societykkudi. The 

first one is more  developed  when compared to the second.

All kinds of development activities such as infrastructure facilities, institutions and buildings etc. are 

concentrated in Puthukkudi or Societykkudi. As we have already seen the institutions and assets which are 

concentrated in Societykkudi are the Govt. Tribal L P School, primary health centre, ration shop under the 

Devikulam Girijan Service Society, and the Sub-centre for Collecting Minor Forest Produces under 

AVSS. Out of the two Panchayat Offices, one is located in Societykkudi with a hall, having the capacity to 

seat more than 200 people. It has cooking and accommodation facilities. Among the other institutions 

located at Societykkudi there is a building for the sheltering of Forest officials. Pakalveedu, a home for 

elders, is also located at Societykkudi. A play ground has been built recently for the school children. The 

proposed road project is to be extended up to Societykkudi. The construction work of the road has crossed 

Idalippara and shortly it will reach Societykkudi. These institutional and infrastructural facilities make 

life of the people in Societykkudi and the kudis around it more comfortable. They can easily purchase both 

ration and non-ration goods from the Society shop which is comparatively near to their kudis. They can 

sell their MFPs also at the VSS Sub-centre which is also comparatively near to their kudis.Medical 

facilities are accessible to them as the PHC is located there. The proposal to build akshaya e-centre with 

internet facility is expected to take shape soon. In Idallippara, a nearby kudi, a big community hall is there. 

A consumer sub-centre of Devikulam Girijan Service Society is also located in Idalippara. Besides these, 

two new projects viz., a homoeopathic center and an ayurvedic dispensary are being grounded in 

Andavankudi . Thus Societykkudi and the surrounding kudis are being developed more as far as 

education, health care, availability of consumer goods, transportation etc. are concerned.

In the case of the kudis in the second category such developments are absent for now and there seems to be 

no prospect of having them in the immediate future. It is very difficult for people of these kudis to access 

the facilities as the road is not reacting to their kudis. It is very difficult to build a new all weather road 

network which connects all kudis in this region. Another problem is that some kudis such as Nooradi are 

far away from Societykkudi and Idalippara as Valpara, the nearest town to Nooradi is in the State of Tamil 

Nadu and there is little chance of laying a new road also from there. Further, Societykkudi is like a capital 

to the entire Edamalakkudy region and hence the preference to construct any new road goes to 

Societykkudi. Thus the kudis in the second category are being excluded from the process of development. 

The Societykkudi and the kudis surrounding it are relatively close to each other and hence mobility 

between them is easy. Therefore, even though most of the institutions and assets are concentrated only in 
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Societykkudi, these are accessible to surrounding kudis also. In the case of the second category of kudis 

the situation is different. Parappayar and other kudis  are far apart. For more than 15 kudis Parappayar 

cannot be the centre like the Societykkudi. This factors are also affecting the development of kudis under 

the second category.

Table 1:Location of Major Institutions and Assets in Edamalakkudy VP Area 

Source : field survey data.

The case of Thenpara and Vellavara is different. Both these kudis are not far away from the road. Thenpara 

can be reached from the road ( Forest Department's Camp with in the forest called 'Shed') in 10 minutes. 

Vellavara can also be reached in 30 minutes from the 'Shed'. Though road facility is available to these 

kudis institutions like school, PHC, ration shop etc. are not accessible to them. In Thenpara no educational 

institutions are there. In Vellavara an anganwadi under ICDS and an MGLC under SSA are there.

Living Standards of the People

Living standards of the people in the region are very poor compared to any other region in the state due to 

its low population density, geographical specificities and remoteness. So its  achievements can not be 

measured against the  KMD. Further, it is widely acknowledged that the development experience of  

Kerala  in the pan-Indian context is an “exception to the rule”. The State has made considerable progress 

in several aspects of social development like literacy, basic education, primary healthcare and control of 

population growth are impressive (PK Michael Tharakan 1997:1). Now we attempt is made below  to 

Major Institutions and Assets  located in two categories of Kudis excepting Educational 

Institutions

Categories of Institutions and Assets  Category I Category II
(Already established & Proposed) (Societykkudi & (Parappayar & other Kudis)
 surrounding Kudis)

Those which are already established 7 2

Those which are under the Proposed Plan 3 1

Educational Institutions Dispersed in two categories of Kudis

Types of Educational Institutions Category I Category II
 (Societykkudi & (Parappayar & other Kudis)
 surrounding Kudis)

LP School 1 0

No. of Anganwadis 5 4

No. of ITDP Schools 3 2

No. of MGLCs under SSA 4 6
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understand the standard of living of the people in the region in the light of these facts.
Basic Amenities: Basic amenities such as housing, sanitation, water, electricity, road and communication 

facilities are very poor in the region. All the houses are kutcha except those built with the GP or 

government aid. The project to construct latrines for all households is yet to be completed. In many of the 

kudis there is severe scarcity of drinking water. Some drinking water projects are already completed and 

some others are yet to be completed. For electricity they depend only on the solar panels. No telephone 

facilities are available in the region. People can use mobile phone, but network coverage is very low. 

Regarding transportation, the road which connects the kudis with the road to Munnar is under 

construction (the road from Pettimudi to Societykkudi in Edamalakkudy).

Education: The educational status of Muthuvans is very low compared to the educational status of people 

in other parts of Kerala. The literacy rate is very poor among Muthuvans of Edamalakkudy. There is 

literate among persons above 60 years of age. In the age group of 45 to 60, very few are literate. Among the 

persons below 45years about 50 percent are literate. Persons below 35 years are mostly literate. Illiteracy 

is very high among women due to  lack of schools in Edamalakkudy. This is in sharp contrast to the 

educational status of women in the Kerala. This means that the region lacks a lot of social features which 
10 th

Kerala enjoys . Even among the youngsters people who crossed 10  class is very few. A majority of them 

are school dropouts. Here also women's status is relatively low. Very few people have continued studies 

beyond primary schooling and only a handful secured vocational training diploma certificates. It is found 

that as many as 114 primary students, 16 secondary students, six higher secondary students, one degree 

student and one certificate course student have dropped out of education due to one or other reason. 

Health: Tribals' traditional medical practices are being destroyed and the modern practices like Allopathy 

and Ayurveda which are highly commercialized are gaining ground now(see Vinodkumar Kallolickal for 

more details). It is difficult to say anything with certainity about  Edamalakkudy people's health 
11conditions in the absence of data The aged people in the region still use traditional medicines  while 

youngsters use modern medicines going all the way to for away Munnar since medical facilities in 

Edamalakkudy are very poor. There is only one poorly equipped and understaffed primary health centre 

here. Further, there is the difficulty of applying traditional medicine to youngsters and children as they 

have new generation health problems, says Kandaswami, a former kani from Andavankudi ((Interview 

with Kandaswami).

Diseases which are normally found here are hypertension and other related ailments. Surprisingly 

Diabetes and heart related problems etc. are hardly found among the people here. They normally visit 

PHC for body pain and such other minor ailments. On an average 30 people visit the health centre daily. 

 10 Robin Jeffrey(1978)shows how attitudes towards women and women's attitudes about themselves made them eager in acquiring literacy.

11 In Edamalakkudi there are two veteran traditional tribal medical practitioners among Muthuvans- Ponnan from Andavankudi and Chinnannan from 

Idalipparakkudi. Both  underwent training  conducted by KIRTADS for the traditional tribal medical practitioners. Ponnan says that he can give treatment for any kind 

problems which are relating to the body based on the knowledge on traditional tribal medical practices from his grandfather. He treats venomous touch, epilepsy 

(apasmaram), etc. He has  treatment for women who are unable to get pregnant. But nobody from the community, even his children, is interested in learning the 

traditional practices. Another thing is that the people other than Muthuvan community will not be taught anything related to the medical practices. He says that it is very 

difficult now to collect the herbal medicines from the forest here. He has gone to some forests in Tamilnadu all the way to collect the herbs. He is willing to treat all those 

who want his treatment. Normally the patients will not be charged for the treatment excepting what is offered voluntarily.He is willing to treat non-Muthuvans also. 

Normally he does not go to the patients. Those people who come to know him through some means can come to him. He goes to the patients very rarely. He prepares 

medicinal oils and distributes them  among  needy Muthuvans and non-Muthuvans.
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While going to the 'society'for shopping (for ration and other goods) they visit health centre too (Interview 

with Anoop Vijayan, PHC health worker).  Waterborne and viral diseases are major health hazards in the 

region. Reportedly 24 children died of such deceases in 1980 compelling the Government to initiate some 

preventive measures.

Women in the region reportedly use oral contraceptive pills called 'Malady' to avoid menstruation. It is 

said that this medicine leads to infertility and hence it is not officially distributed here. This medicine is 

banned in the entire State though it is rumoured that 'Malady' is distributed among the tribes by the PHC. 

PHC employees say it is not true (Interview, Anoop Vijayan). As per some other reports from Valppara of 

Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu which is near to Nooradi of Edamalakkudy (Interview, Kandaswami) 

athough  health workers deny the allegation that it is distributed from the PHC, women in the region still 

use it. Evidences are available in support of this. Health workers attribute the growing infertility among 

the Muthuvans to excess consumption of oral contraceptive pills by both married and unmarried women 

to avoid menstruation (The Hindu, February 27, 2014). One study reveals that the women in the age group 

of 13 to 65 are using this contraceptive pills (K. P. Subhash Chandran 2011: 25). It was the health 

department that initited distribution of  oral contraceptive pills in the Muthuvan villages two decades ago 

to ensure birth control among people among whom there were eight to nine children in each family (The 

Hindu, February 27, 2014). But now the number of new born babies is coming down. As per the age-wise 

details of the people in Edamalakkudy (see table No. 2) children below one year are only ten, 4 male and 6 

female children. The number of children in the age group of 1-5 is only 144.

Table 2: Age wise population distribution of Edamalakkudy VP(2012-2013)

Sl. No. Age Group Male Female Total

1 Below 1 Year 4 6 10

2 1-5 77 67 144

3 6-12 134 115 249

4 13-19 163 130 293

5 20-49 578 603 1181

6 50-64 117 86 203

7 65 and above 46 32 78

8 TOTAL 1119 1039 2158
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Marriage system: Marriage alliances between Muthuvans of Edamalakkudy with Muthuvans in other 

areas like Marayoor, Kanthalloor, Chinnar etc are common. The Muthuvans adhere to community 

endogamy and clan exogamy. The average marriageable age for girls is 14-18 and for boys 18-25. Cross 

cousin marriages are given preference (K. A. Manjusha 2013: 277). Monogamy is their norm, but bigamy 

is also permitted with the consent of the first wife, usually if she is issueless. Divorce is allowed to both 

men and women due to adultery, cruelty etc. with social approval. Remarriage is permitted among the 

widowed and divorced (K A Manjusha 2013: 278).

Gender Relations: There is a clear cut gender difference between men and women in many aspects 

among Muthuvans. Within  the family, the  eldest male member is the dominating figure. Gender 

difference in apparent in the field of occupation also. Works such as sowing, weeding and harvesting are 

done by female members whereas forest clearing is done by the male members. Women are not allowed to 

partake in many occasions during menstruation. The status of Muthuvan women in Edamalakkudy is 

almost similar to any other Muthuvan women in Kerala. The social structure is such that there is little 

scope for women to assert themselves and occupy positions of power and honour. It is generally observed 

that the social structure of tribal society in Kerala is centre around the family. As the pivot of family life, 

her position and the improvements that have taken place in her status and her family life are most 

important (PRG Mathur 1977: 154).

Efforts towards the effective implementation of democratic decentralisation in Kerala have helped 
12women to be the part of local governance and this in a sense has empowered them also . At present the 

women in Edamalakkudy are getting more opportunities to come  in contact with the outside society. 

Currently of the thirteen Panchayat members seven including the President are women. Micro finance 
13 14

schemes such as Kudumbasree  and Ayalkkottams  and their higher level organs such as Area 

Development Society (ADS) and Community Development Society (CDS) are  providing additional 

opportunities to  women to get in touch with the wider society. More importantly, it is  making them 

financially independent. Political parties such as CPI (M) and Congress have their womens' wings 
15

affording  women chances to get in touch with political parties. As part of MGNREGA  the Muthuvan 

women are engaged in manual labour and have become financially more independent than before. 

 But this is not so in the entire Edamalakkudy area. Edamalakkudy can be divided into two regions in the 

cultural context and in these two regions the women are perceived differently. The women from the Kudis 

which are around Societykkudi are enabled. But in the Kudis around Parappayar the case is not so.
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12 For a feminist critique of state driven efforts at engendering governance, see J Devika 2005. In this she discusses politics of gender in the realm of state (political 

society in her terms) also. She says, this (gender politics) becomes all the more vital in the case of the People's Planning Campaign, widely advertised as a significant 

effort at democratization and mainstreaming just gender relations into local governance and development in Keralam launched in 1996 (Ibid: 6).

13 Kudumbasree, the poverty eradication mission of Kerala launched in 1998, is a community based self-help initiative involving poor women. It has been envisaged 

as an approach to poverty alleviation focusing primarily on micro finance and micro-enterprise development, and linked to local governments. The programme covers  

41 lakh members comprising of more than 50% of the households in Kerala.

14 Under Kudumbashree, women have organized themselves under a three-tier community based organization. The bottom of the KDMS programme is formed by the 

Neighbourhood Groups (NHGs) or Ayalkoottams comprising of 20-40 women members selected from poor families

15 The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act"(MGNREGA),  enacted by the Parliament  initiated  measure to guarantee the social security

' ' and ensure livelihood security in rural areas. providing at least 100 days of guaranteed wage employment in a financial year to every household whose right to work

adult members volunteer to do unskilled manual work.
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Even in Edamalakkudy women in some ways have been trapped into the Malayalee modernity  by which 

they are domesticated and lose their freedom. Women in the kudis from first category get more chances to 

get into contact with outside world and women from the kudis of second category get less chance. The 

people from the first category of kudis perceive the women from second category of kudis as primitive.

Changing  Socio-Economic Life of Muthuvans

The socio-economic life of the people in the region is closely associated with the dependence on the forest 

and forest resources. This makes them a distinct group of people from any other people in Kerala. Here 

their case is again different from many other tribal groups who have good contact and connection with the 

mainland people. Here an attempt is made to understand the distinct socio-economic and cultural life of 

Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy through a partially ethnographic study with the support of available 

literature.

Social Life: Social life of Muthuvans is different from the mainstream Kerala society. They still  keep 

their own tribal culture and  social life. Muthuvan family is very small in size. Unlike the traditional Indian 

family, the Muthuvan family is not a joint family. As soon as the sons and daughters get married, they 

separate from the parental house and establish households of their own. The unit of the kudi is therefore the 

family consisting of the father, mother and their unmarried children (P T Thomas 1958: 146). The present 

nature of the Muthuvan families is almost same as in the past. Still their family is small as it consists of 

wife, husband and their children only. At the age of fifteen both boys and girls get separated from their 

parents and are taken to separate houses called Chavady and Valappura, formed respectively for boys and 

girls. After their marriage they start a new life in their new houses.

The Muthuvans prefer group living and mutual aid is their predominant characteristic (K. A. Manjusha 

2013: 277).  They live in small geographical areas called Kudis each of  which consists of a number of 

families. The kudi is an aggregation of dwellings of people of the same caste or community. The kudi plays 

an important role in the social life of Muthuvans. The kudi is different from other Indian villages in that the 

caste forms the base of the Indian villages. A kudi is different from the traditional Indian village since the 

village is the unit of various castes. 

Every kudi has a headman called kani. The social life in the kudis is controlled by the kani and other elders 

there. All male heads in a kudi are theoretically members of the Panchayat, and are entitled to express 

views in the meetings. In actual practice, however, a man's role in the Panchayat depends on age, social 

status, lineage, his reputation for wisdom, ability and fairness, and the respect he commands. The judicial 

body of the kudi works as a subordinate court empowered by custom and tradition. It deals with minor 

offences involving members of the settlement. Serious offences are tried by a higher community body 

consisting of the heads and elder members of the clans involved. An appeal against the judgment of the 

village panchayat may also form a matter for consideration by the higher body (P T Thomas 1958: 179-80).
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 16 See Susanne Bygnes (2005) how women in Kerala in general become the part of Malayalee modernity and get domesticated.

 17 Muthuvan kudi is more than a mere aggregation of dwellings; it has a different degrees of membership; its members stand in certain definable kinship relation to 

each other; it is, in the main, an economically self sufficient unit; it has important judicial functions; it is a potentially mobile unit; both in terms of membership and 

territory (P T Thomas 1958: 145). The kudi is a compact community with all the houses clustered together and the members maintaining close relationships with each 

other. It is the centre of the social life of informal education, of recreation, and of ritual activities (L A Krishna Iyer 1939: 24).
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But all these practices existed among Muthuvans sixty years ago are changing now. The control of the 

State over their land and the introduction of the Panchayati Raj system has made a considerable change in 

their family and social life. The Department of Forest also put a lot of restraints on their social and 

community life. Though Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy still live in the geographical areas called kudis, 

their present life is different from the past tribal life. The State control over their land has curtailed their 

freedom and mobility. They can of course move as they wish, but only in the land allotted to them meaning 

that they are compelled to stay somewhere permanently. Now they cannot take over the forest land as they 

wish. They are now compelled to lead a settled life and subsist on the land allotted to their family. 

Introduction of the PR system has curtailed the power of traditional kanis and clan heads. The office of the 

kani is now linked to the Forest Department in a  way every kani is made responsible to the forest officials 

also. 

There were six clans among the Muthuvans (L A Krishna Aiyer, 1988: 81, A A D Luiz 1962 and K S Singh 

1994) but now it is not known whether all these are six clans are there or not. According to one source there 

are only five clans among Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy now (Marayoor Village  Panchayat Outline, 

quoted in Bobby Joseph, 2005). Clan system and its associated life style is still prevalent among them. 

Marriage alliance within a clan is prohibited or impossible. A person can only marry another person from 

another clan only. Some sub-clan distinctions are getting erased due to some reasons due to the decreasing 

birth rate of female children. It is through the women that the clans continue to exist and because of this 

reason if there is no woman or if the number of women is decreasing in a sub-clan that particular sub-clan 

faces discontinuation of its existence. As one clan member Ashok says his sub-clan is about to end as there 

are only two girl children alive in his entire sub-clan. Now those girls are below ten years old and only if 

they get married and have female children his sub-clan can exist, he says. If they give birth only to male 

babies there ends the story of his entire sub-clan.

There is rivalry between various clans but it cannot be compared to inter-caste conflict since there is only 

one tribal group called Muthuvan. Here Muthuvan itself can now be considered as a caste. So the conflict 

among them is like a conflict within a caste. In short clan system is different from the caste system that 

exists mostly among Hindus in India. While selecting a kani in a kudi sometimes clan considerations 

appear. If a particular clan has majority in a kudi, a member from that clan may get selected as a kani.

19
People other than Muthuvans are not allowed to enter into the region without proper permission . This fact 

along with the remoteness of the region from the mainland, restricts their outside contacts. But now they 

are getting chances to come into contact with the people in a number of ways. This has lead to certain 

cultural changes in the kudis. One of the most important changes that took place in Edamalakkudy due to 

the result of various development activities is the cultural disparities between two areas of the region. The 

people in Societykkudi and surrounding kudis have got more chance to get into contact with the people 
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18  This is the case not only of Edamalakkudy, but the case of all other regions  where Muthuvans live. That is why Marayoor VP Outline says that there are only five 

clans. Ashok from Edamalakkudy is also of the same opinion. He says that Melakuttom, seen first in the list made by P T Thomas, is not a clan. It may be a sub-clan as he 

says. He is not sure of it, actually he has not heard of it (Interview, Ashok S). This means that now there is no clan anymore with this name.

 19 If anybody wants to enter into the territory he/she has to secure prior permission from the Chief Conservator of Forest, Thiruvananthapuram. But other Muthuvans 

who live in other parts of Idukki district and are the relatives of Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy are freelyallowed to enter the territory. On the way to Edamalakkudy from 

Pettimudi there is a forest camp authorised to check and prevent the entry without permission. Before this check point one more check post is there at Rajamala, 

between Pettimudi and Munnar.
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from outside. So when compared to the people in the kudis around Parappayar, the people in the kudis 

around Societykkudi are more open. But this is more applicable in the case of women. In the case of men, 

the situation of all twenty eight kudis is almost the same. The women in the first category of kudis are more 

willing to assume public offices and party positions. But the women in the second category of kudis are 

unwilling to assume the positions and posts. The men are also not interested to send their women for 

public programmes. It can be observed that the women in the first category of kudis go to Munnar some 

times.People in the second category of kudis allege that the women in the first category go to Munnar for 

good and bad purposes and it is not good for women to go outside. Their main allegation is that the women 

in the first category are mixing with men and are loosing their character.

Economic Life: It is difficult to understand the economic status of the hill tribes of Kerala as studies done 

on them are mainly sociological and anthropological. Economists have totally ignored this segment of the 

society. So, the database for studying the tribal economy is very weak and limited (M Kunhaman 1985: 

466).  Understandably the economic life of tribes is different from that of the non-tribes in Kerala. And so, 

the economic life of Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy is also entirely different from the non-tribal main land 

people of Kerala. There are economic and non-economic factors which contribute to the 'conservation' 

and dissolution of tribal economies. Customs, traditions, religion, belief etc. are some of the non-

economic aspects influencing the tribal economic formation (Bobby Joseph 2005: 7). Muthuvans in 

Edamalakkudy have not developed into an economic class since they lack characteristics of a modern 

economic life. The first reason behind this is that only Muthuvans are staying in the region. The second 

reason is that they still depend on agricultural  and related activities for their livelihood. All of them 

depend upon agricultural products and non-timber forest resources such as MFPs for their daily 

subsistence. Though there are changes coming up in their overall economic life, their lifestyle is largely 

different from the mainstream economic life of Kerala.
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18  This is the case not only of Edamalakkudy, but the case of all other regions  where Muthuvans live. That is why Marayoor VP Outline says that there are only five 

clans. Ashok from Edamalakkudy is also of the same opinion. He says that Melakuttom, seen first in the list made by P T Thomas, is not a clan. It may be a sub-clan as he 

says. He is not sure of it, actually he has not heard of it (Interview, Ashok S). This means that now there is no clan anymore with this name.

 19 If anybody wants to enter into the territory he/she has to secure prior permission from the Chief Conservator of Forest, Thiruvananthapuram. But other Muthuvans 

who live in other parts of Idukki district and are the relatives of Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy are freelyallowed to enter the territory. On the way to Edamalakkudy from 

Pettimudi there is a forest camp authorised to check and prevent the entry without permission. Before this check point one more check post is there at Rajamala, 

between Pettimudi and Munnar.

20 The economic evolution of the hill tribes of Kerala shows significant regional variations. The general socio-economic conditions prevailing in the three erstwhile 

political-cum-administrative units of Kerala, viz, Malabar (of British India till 1947), and Cochin and Travancore (both of which were 'Native States' ruled by 

Maharajas) moulded the course of this evolution (M Kunhaman 1985: 467). In the Princely State of Cochin, the tribal population used to be very small and had been 

engaged as labourers in the commercial extraction of forest products. After the establishment of state monopoly over forests, towards the end of the 18th century, the 

hill-tribes came under the control of the government, which had been maintaining a friendly and paternalistic policy in relation to them. Some tribes of this state took to 

settled agriculture towards the 19th century end (Ibid.). In Travancore, another Princely state, the course of evolution took a different turn from that of either Malabar or 

Cochin. The general policy of conferment of peasant ownership rights, which gained momentum here from the middle of the 19th century, encompassed the hill tribes 

also. Towards the end of the 19th century, all the tribes of this region were permanently settled as independent cultivators with inalienable landownership (Ibid.).

 21 In the past they were self sufficient in the case of food. Their consumption was mainly from wild fruits, herbs, vegetables, and roots. Their consumption was very 

low. They were cultivating mainly food crops and it was a subsistence economy. Now the consumption pattern has changed and it is not simply a subsistence economy 

now.

22 It is the Chief Minister Pattam Thanu Pillai of Travancore-Cochin State who took the steps to allot land to the Muthuvans, who were about to be evacuated from 

Chenkulam-Panniayar region following the dam/power projects, in Edamalakkudy in 1952. Following this they appealed to Pattam Thanu Pillai to allot new land, 

which is away from the outside society, to settle there. Then the Chief Minister after consulting with the officials of Forest Department allotted the land to the 

Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy (K. P. Subhash Chandran 2011: 28 and Interview, Kandaswami)
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Land is the main economic asset of Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy. Each Muthuvan family possesses five 

to ten acres of land used for agricultural purposes. Landlessness is the lowest among the tribal households 

of the districts belonging to the former (Princely) States of Travancore and Cochin. Landlessness is also 

not high among the tribals of Kottayam and Idukki districts either (M Kunhaman 1985: 468). As per the 

preliminary assesment, nobody has been found with less than five acres of land. Bu none of them have title 

deeds for their land. They do not have even the documents to prove that they possess the land. The tribals 

all over Kerala are unaware of the significance of title deed for land used for shifting cultivation (PRG 

Mathur 1977: 86).

The livelihoods of the indigenous peoples have been predominantly land and forest based, and they relate 

to land and forests in very specific ways. These communities have been largely self-sustaining with their 

economy embedded in social relationships meant to ensure security for all members of the community 

(Darley Jose Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 2007: 1184). M Kunhaman says  traditionally land, in the 

wider sense of the term, formed the pivot of Kerala's tribal economy. However, the question of who owns 

the lands did not arise among the tribals so long as land was commonly owned (M Kunhaman 1985: 468). 

This situation is true in the case of the Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy. They also wanted to have only a 
23common ownership over the land .  Darley Jose Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam, based on their study 

on indigenous people in Wayanadu, further go on to say that how the later changes like migration from 

other parts and various governmental policies brought a drastic change in the economy and property 

relations of the indigenous people (for more details, see Darley Jose Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 

2007: 1183-1260). Even though with certain differences, the same development can be seen in 

Edamalakkudy region too. About fifteen years back they had paid the land tax. But later they were denied 

the right to pay the tax for their land by the forest officials. This means that they will no longer be able 

toclaim ownership over their land, legally. As in the case of any other tribal settlement in Kerala such as 

Attappady and Wayanad, in Edamalakkudy also they face many problems regarding the ownership and 
24the possession of their land . The State Government has either not taken adequate measures to protect 

their land or the measures taken by the Government or they prooved ineffective. During 1970's some 

outsiders staying in kudis were exploiting the indigenous people by taking the forest resources collected 

by them. Some of them were engaged in agricultural activities also. It was the then Director of Tribal 

Welfare,  T Madhava Menon and Tribal Welfare Officer,  Veli  Krishnan, who made attempts to evict 

those outsiders form the region. They succeeded in evicting peacefully all outsiders from  the region. 

Otherwise the Muthuvans would have lost their land and the story would have been a different one (K. P. 

Subhash Chandran 2011: 30).

Muthuvans are dependendant upon agriculture which is their  main income source. In the past they were 

practicing shifting cultivation (Edgar Thurston 1909: 425) but later they started practicing settled 
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23 Former speaker K. Radhakrishnan in his forward to the book by K. P. Subhash Chandran titled 'Edamalakkudy' says that once the government had taken a decision to 

allot ten acres of forest land for each family with necessary documents that proves the ownership over the land. But they refused to accept this and demanded that they 

need a common title deed for all. Actually they don't want their land to get divided into smaller pieces and separate title deeds (K. P. Subhash Chandran 2011: 9).

24 In fact, they were dispossessed of their lands easily by the trespassers, traders and money lenders (PRG Mathur 1977: 86). Government seems to have not taken into 

consideration the problem of land alienation when the authorities enacted the Kerala Land Reforms Act, 1970. In view of this legislation the tribals who leased out their 

land by oral agreements were dispossessed because they had become the land-lords whereas the non-tribal tenants became the land owners (PRG Mathur 1977: 91).
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25agriculture . The dominant tribes in the districts of  Kanikkars (Trivandrum), the Malayarayans (Idukki 

and Kottayam) the Muthuvans (Idukki) and the Uralis (Kottayam and Idukki) were the first to become 

settled tribal agriculturists in Kerala (M Kunhaman 1985: 468). During the 1920s, the government gave 

large financial subsidies to the Muthuvans of Anjanad and Kulakad for extending the scope of terraced 

cultivation, by constructing channels called the Thalayar right bank canal, about four miles long along the 

hill slope, thus ensuring a regular supply of water to about 1000 acres in the area (M Kunhaman 1985: 

467). A major shift occurred in the case of agricultural practices in the beginning of their migration to 

Edamalakkudy. In the beginning they were cultivating kurumpullu, paddy, tapioca etc. for their food 

consumption. But now along with the food crops, cash crops such as cardamom, arecanut, coconut, 

pepper etc. are widely cultivated in various parts of the region. This shift constitutes the change in their 

pattern of relationship with the nature and environment also. Though this change is there still they also 
26depend heavily on MFPs and other plants which can be found only in forest . In the beginning of the 

migration Muthuvans had reared cattle such as cow, buffalo, sheep etc. But now they rear only sheep and 

poultry since they are unable to protect the cattle from the attack of wild animals like tiger, leopard etc.

Almost all people in the region, except aged people and children, are engaged in one of the two kinds of 

occupation, i.e., 1) wage labour and 2) collection of MFPs. The wage labour is linked to the MGNREGA 

scheme and the scheme was started in the VP in  2011-2012. The people who are engaged in the works 

under the MNREGA scheme receive their wages through the Girijan Service Co-operative Society. The 

VP prepares the wage list and hands over to the Society with the bank cheque for to the wage amount. Until 

recently, agricultural activities had been given preference while implementing MGNREGA in the 

Panchayat. People were paid wages under this scheme for the work in their own cardamom fields. But 

according to the revised guidelines agricultural activities have been taken away from the scheme. Now 

public activities can only be taken up under the scheme. The construction of fish ponds, pathways 

connecting the different kudis or  places, bridges etc. are some of the projects proposed by the local 

citizens of the Panchayat area in the Gram Sabha/Oorukoottam meetings in the year 2014. This shift will 

lead to asset creation in the region. Other two positive changes that occurred in this scheme are: (i) wage 

rate of the workers has been increased to Rs. 220 from Rs. 180, and (ii) the number of working days has 

also been increased from 100 days to 150 days in a year.

Agricultural products and the MFPs are the commodities that come to the market for trade. Now VSS has a 

mechanism to collect their produces from the people and give them due price for it. But earlier the 

products and the goals were collected by traders and middlemen. 

Earlier Muthuvans did not have any contact with any kind of formal financial institutions. Now they have 

started opening accounts in co-operative banks and nationalized banks. The installments of housing 
27

schemes such as IAY , EMS housing scheme etc. are allotted through bank accounts which has been the 

major reason for this change.  The funds alloted for the construction of building for Anganwadis, ITDP 

25 A short description of the agriculture and system f cultivation is given in Inventory and Documentation of Tribal GIAHS in India, a Report submitted by the 

Schumacher Centre.

26 For more details of the role of plants in the daily life (botanical ethnography) of Muthuvans, see T P Ajesh and Kumuthakalavalli (2013).

27 Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY) is a social welfare programme, initiated by the Union Government, to provide housing for the rural poor. It is one of the major flagship 

programmes of the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), Govt. of India to construct houses for BPL population in the villages.
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schools, small check dams etc. are also operated through the banks. Apart from this, new micro financial 

institutions have also came to the region by the new initiatives of the State Government to strengthen 

democratic decentralization. Many Muthuvan women are now members of collectives such as 

Kudumbasree and Ayalkkoottams which run micro credit schemes. At the ward level Area Development 

Society(ADS) and at the Panchayat level Community Development Society (CDS) are the apex bodies of 

the Kudumbasree Ayalkkoottams.

The people in the region are indebted to petty traders who are not professional money lenders who compel 

to sell / pledge their commodities to them at lower prices. They are not generally in the habit of savings 

money. The ration cards recently issued to families are under the category of APL (Above Poverty Line) 

instead of BPL (Below Poverty Line). No new BPL cards are distributed among the people. But the old 

ration card holders are under BPL list. They are strongly demanding for conversion of APL cards into 

BPL.

Governance Experience of the VP

As it has already been seen, Kerala does not come under the application of Panchayat Extension to 

Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act 1996. So, it is the general Panchayat Raj Act (PRA) under which the 

Edamalakkudy VP is functioning, though it is the first VP formed in Kerala exclusively for the tribals. 

There are neither any   special powers sanctioned to the VP nor any special provisions and rules for 

running the VP administration. 

Kerala is an interesting case study in decentralization under two successive governments with opposing 

ideological leanings. The neo-liberal prescription was adopted in 2001 by the newly elected Congress 

Party-led UDF government in Kerala, where the outgoing LDF government led by the Communist Party 

of India-Marxist CPI(M)  had been implementing a home-grown state-led programme of 

decentralization since 1996. The Left coalition introduced the new policy of decentralized planning when 

it regained power in 1996 and implemented it through a 'People's Planning Campaign' (PPC) (Darley Jose 

Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 2006: 633). Participatory approaches, though advocated in 

development programmes for indigenous peoples, have seldom been practised in Kerala (Darley Jose 

Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 2006: 637)

But at the same time, the new administrative mechanism of the Panchayat is schematised taking into 

account the community based traditional tribal governance mechanism. The kudis, kanis, clans, and the 

clan heads have a major role in determining the nature of community based traditional tribal governance 

mechanism. Generally the new local governance mechanisms seem to have helped the marginalised 

communities to be familiar with the grass root level administration. The various platforms that were 

created, mandated and institutionalized by the PPC provided space for advocacy and agency of the 

indigenous peoples. Their participation in the Grama Sabhas, development seminars and other project 

planning and decision making bodies was fairly high. Mobilization by NGOs and political activists 

played a major role in this. The institutions were designed in such a way as to enable the participation of 

all sections of the population, particularly the marginalized communities such as adivasis and oppressed 

castes (Darley Jose Kjosavik and N Shanmugaratnam 2006: 638).
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External Control over Governance

The VPs located forest area work under a lot of constraints in  governance. The Panchayat has to get 

sanction from the Forest Department for implementation of many of its projects. In many cases, the Forest 

Department is not willing to give sanction or it will take long time to give sanctions. It is said that the Forest 

Department are not often people friendly. The clash of interests between the Dept. of Local Self 

Government and the Dept of Forest is very common (Interview, P P Rajan, Panchayat Secretary).

Further some steps have been taken by the government to make the forest dwelling people to participate in 

forest development activities. This also sometimes curtails the autonomy of the Panchayat. Participatory 
28Forest Management plays a major role in this regard . As part of these steps were taken by the department 

of forests to develop a partnership with the tribal community organizations for the conservation of 

important species and resources on which tribal people depend on, including globally threatened species in 

key biodiversity areas of the Anmamalai region (for more details, see K H Amitha Bachan and Anitha K T 
292011). Muthuvans in Edamalakkudy are also affected in this process .

In the operational area of the VP other agencies such as AVSSs are present. They curtail autonomy of the 

VP backed by the department of forests and wild life. For each and every construction work in the region, 

the VP has to get permission from the forest department. The two agencies related to the forest department 

which control or limit the activities of the Panchayats are EDS and AVSSs. Societykkudi and the kudis 

around it are under the control of AVSS, and Parappayar and the kudis around it are under the control of 

EDCs. Parappayar and the kudis around it had been brought under the EDC as some parts of those kudis 

fall within Eravikulam National Park. But recently those kudis also have been brought under the 

jurisdiction of the AVSS. The comprehensive project of the Scheduled Tribes Development Department 

and the the construction of houses is entrusted to the AVSS.

30Though the tribal life in the forest is regulated by the Dept. of Forest, the Forest Rights Acts  give more 

rights to the people who are living in the forest. The Act of 2006 bestows more rights to the forest dwellers. 

The Rules of 2007 provide for holding GS meetings for the purpose of constituting Forest Rights 

Committee(FRC) and to assign it necessary functions. The constitution of FRC is an attempt to link local 
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28 The Eco Development and Tribal Welfare wing is primarily looking after the Participatory Forest Management (PFM) programmes and Tribal Welfare in Forestry 

Sector. The wing is headed by the Additional Principal Chief Conservator of Forests who is also the Member Secretary of the State Forest Development Agency, 

Kerala. Participatory Forest Management (PFM) is a management tool intended to protect the forests and manage the non-wood forest resources of forests in a 

sustainable manner with the active participation of Forest Dependent Communities ensuring their livelihood needs. Under the PFM set up, there are Village level 

bodies known as Vana Samrakshana Samithies (VSSs) in the Territorial Divisions and Eco Development Committees (EDCs) in the Wildlife Divisions. The VSSs and 

EDCs are grassroot level organizations where forest dependent families are members participating in the planning and implementation of various forestry and 

community development programmes (See Eco-development and Tribal Welfare & State Forest Development Agency). EDC is a parallel system of community based 

user group institution in wild sanctuaries and national parks. 

29 For more details on the role of Muthuvans (all Muthuvans in general including the regions outside Edamalakkudy) in this regard, see T Damu (2003: 72-76)

30 The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest rights) Rules, 2006 was enacted with the objectives of 1) recognising and vest 

the forest rights and occupation in forest land in forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers who have been residing in such forests for 

generations but whose rights could not be recorded, and 2) providing for a framework for recording the forest rights so vested and the nature of evidence required for 

such recognition and vesting in respect of forest land. The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest rights) Rules, 2007 was 

enacted to exercise of the powers conferred by sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 14 of the Act of 2006. For more detail, see the Acts of 1996 and 1997. 

( h t t p : / / t r i b a l . n i c . i n / W r i t e R e a d D a t a / C M S / D o c u m e n t s / 2 0 1 3 0 6 0 7 0 1 4 7 4 4 0 2 7 5 4 5 5 N o t i f i c a t i o n M a r g e w i t h 1 L i n k . p d f  a n d  

http://tribal.nic.in/WriteReadData/CMS/Documents/201211290401163173828File1036.pdf)
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governance and the Forest Rights Act. In Edamalakkudy the kanis have been given copies of the Act with 
31explanations in Malayalam by KIRTADS . But the people in the region are not much aware of the 

provisions in the Acts and rights conferred on them. As per the Act, the VP administration enjoys certain 

amount autonomy. For example, for construction of certain kind of buildings the VP can take decision 

independent of the forest department (Interview, P P Rajan, Panchayat Secretary).

Day to Day Administration, People's Representatives & Governance

The Edamalakkudy VP has two offices, one at Devikulam which functions daily and the other at 

Edamalakkudy (Societykkudi) which functions once in a week. The office at Devikulam is the main office 

due to its accessibility and location. The standing committee meetings and other official meetings of the 

VP are held at the Societykkudi office. VP Secretary informs all members of the VP about the meetings. It 

is very difficult for the Secretary to inform them about the meetings due to absence of means of 

communication. Because of this reason the attendance at meetings is sometimes less. When the meetings 

are held, the minute books are taken to the kudi.

Panchayat Committee Meetings: Panchayat Committee Meetings are held once a month. In 

emergencies additional meeting are also held. The first meeting of the present committee was held on 1st 

November, 2010 at Edamalakkudy Panchayat Hall and it was attended by all the members of the 

Panchayat. According to the Secretary, in the initial years of the VP all the members were participating in 

the meetings. Later some members started being absent to the meetings. Members like Smt. Dharani have 

not attended several meetings although she was the chairperson of a Standing Committee also. She 

became physically ill and mentally disturbed after her election as Panchayat member and the Standing 

Committee chairperson. Secretary says that when she absents herself consecutively, shis being compelled 

to attend the meeting to prevent termination from her positions. 

Aagenda for the meeting is normally prepared by the VP staff due to inexperience of members all the 

members except Madanan from Ward XIII. All are new to the Panchayat administration. Moreover out of 

the thirteen members ten, including the President are illiterate. They do not know how to prepare an 

agenda and what should be included in the agenda. in the discussions  held in the VP meetings Panchayat 

officials read out the agenda, explain it to the members and seek their opinion. Members express their 

opinion and VP officials do not decide anything arbitrarily. There is some amount of participation of 

members. The VP officials ask the members about each and every ward of the Panchayat and from their 

response they find out the subjects that should be given priority in the discussion. Members are unaware 

of the meeting procedures. But the VP officials, especially Secretary, are aware of all these things. So 

these are all done by VP officials in the name of VP. When the President is required to attend DPC for the 

final approval of the plan proposals the Secretary goes on his behalf. 

Interestingly there is no partisan politics in the meetings. Decisions are taken unanimously. Major reason 

behind this is that the Panchayat officials determine agenda and subjects for discussion, and build 

consensus among the members. Most of the members do not express any opinion of their own, unless 

asked specifically for.
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31 The Kerala Institute for Research, Training and Development Studies (KIRTADS) of Scheduled Castes and Tribes was established in 1972 at Kozhikode (Calicut) to 

carry out research on the development of the Scheduled communities in Kerala.
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Some of the decisions taken by the Committee in the initial years of the Panchayat formation relate to 

giving training to the members. The minutes of the committee meeting held on 7th December, 2010 show 

that a person was appointed on daily wages for assisting the day to day functioning of the VP and on  

01/11/2010 he was designated as Lower Division Clerk(LDC) with remuneration from VP fund.

Standing Committee Meetings: There are four different Standing Committees in the Panchayat one each 

for Finance, Development, Welfare, and Health & Education and they do not seem to be  working properly. 

The Secretary of the VP, who had  recently come here on transfer, also shares the same opinion. Normally 

the committees meet once in a month, on the day next to the VP meeting. The minutes of the committees are 

also not being kept properly for reason that the standing committee members are not familiar with this 

system. 

32 33GS /Oorukoottam Meetings : The Edamalakkudy GS is known as Oorukoottam as it is a Panchayat 

formed exclusively for tribes. Oorukoottam can be considered as a democratic device of tribes following a 

traditional pattern to a large extent. Certain democratic elements are visible there in the Oorukoottams of 

tribes. It is like a ward council in which all the members of a ward can take part in the discussion regarding 

the development of their region, express their opinions and take decisions. As per the available minutes, 

the GS meetings were held in various wards of Edamalakkudy VP from January 2013 only. As per these 

minutes th GS has met four times in each ward. In 2013 three meetings have been held. The third one has 

been actually a special GS convened as per the instructions of the State Government/ Union Government 

to discuss violence against women and children. Meetings were also held from May 20th to 23rd 2014.

In every GS meeting three things are done. The first one is talks by Panchayat staff on matters of importan. 

Second, the analysis of the previous year's plans and their implementation.. Third, presentation of 

proposals for the next year and documentation of suggestions from the participants of the meetings takes 

place. The proposals made in the GS are approved in the Panchayat committee. Sometimes due to the 

inadequacy of funds certain proposals are deferred.  The decisions are taken unanimously. 

The number of participants in the meetings depends upon many factors of which the major one is the size of 

ward population. The average number of participants in a ward is 35-40. Majority of the participants are 

men. But in the last meetings in some wards female participation has been higher. In the meetings only very 

few members speak.. In every kudi or ward only a few people are active in GS. Women are very inactive. 

Participants, usually, put their signature in the minutes book and remain silent and passive thereafter.

As already mentioned, women are reluctant to participate in the meetings. Sometimes they even do not 

even enter the meeting hall. In the last GS meeting held  ward VIII held on 22nd May 2014 in 

Vellavarakkudi at an MGLC no women participated. The only woman in the hall was the ward member, 

Smt. Salalmpai. Women generally prefer being outside the halll. When they enter the hall, they avoid 

sitting on chairs and prefer to sit on the floor and to remain silent throughout the meeting. They may not 

raise any issue regarding developmental matters of the region. They may not make any comment even on 
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32 All persons whose names are included in the electoral rolls relating to a village (ward) comprised within the area of a village panchayat shall be deemed to be 

constituted as Grama Sabha of such village (Kerala Panchayati Act 1994).

33 Only in Edamalakkudy Village Panchayat Oorukoottam meetings are held ward-wise. In other Village Panchayats for all wards or for the Panchayat as a whole there 

is only one Oorukoottam meeting is held for all the tribes in the Panchayat (For information about Oorukoottams in general, see K C Baiju 2011: 15-16).
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women's issues. Their only job, they think is, signing the minutes books. But a few ladies like Smt. 

Ramany, who is the chairperson of the CDS, are active in GS meetings. The same attitude is observed in 

women Panchayat members also. At the same time it should not be forgotten that women do come to 

participate in GS even though they are not active. The ward members say that they try to enthuse people, 

especially women, to participate in GS meetings. Some women are in fact seen attending GS on  the 

persuasion of Panchayat staff and ward members.

Fiscal Governance: The Edamalakkudy VP does not have 'own fund'as in the case of other Panchayats. 

The VP exclusively runs with the grants-in-aid and allocationss from Central and State Governments. So 

the fiscal governance here only relates to management of funds, received from the State and Central 

Governments. In every VP the Vice-President is the Chairperson Standing Committee on Finance. 

He/She is supposed to prepare and present the budget. But here the Vice-President of Edamalakkudy VP 

is not capable of preparing and presenting the budget as he is not much educated and knows only Tamil 

language and  for the first time that he has become a Panchayat member. So, on behalf of him the VP 

Accountant t reads out the budget draft in the committees. The draft is prepared by the Secretary, 

Accountant and other staff in the Panchayat. The role of Vice-President in budget preparation is minimal. 

According to the Secretary of the Panchayat among all  members only Murukan and Madanan are able to 

understand things. 

The project proposals are made in the GS and discussions on them are held in the Panchayat committee 

meetings. If the fund is sufficient the proposals get approved. Information on  availability of funds is 

known to  staff of the Panchayat only. Thus practically a project gets approved onlyat the instance of the 

vP officials. Normally VP members do not object if a proposal is discarded for non-availability of funds. 

The members implicitly accept what they are told by the officials. The draft budget is prepared by the 

Secretary, Accountant and other staff of the Panchayat on behalf of the Vice-President. 

Addressing the People in a Meeting: Most VP members do not have prior experience of administration 

as most of them are elected to the office for the first time. A majority of them are illiterate too. In thelast 

year's development seminar the President was trained by the Panchayat staff as to how to address the 

people who were present in the hall. But she could not follow them and skipped the declaration she was 

supposed to make. Throughout the Programme she was almost silent. She was not able to speak much, 

except in certain matters in which she was asked for clarifications. Murukan and  Ramakrishnan, 

members from wards II and ward IX respectively, were very active in the programme and acted as links 

between officials and people. They greeted and chatted with people and  tried to clear their doubts. The 

President was also seen chatting with the women folk. ST Promoters like Sri.  Babu also was very active 

in the programme. They were helping both the VP staff and the people. They  helped the staff by preparing 

lists of beneficiaries for various schemes and by preparing applications for them. They were also seen 

collecting the signatures of the participants of the seminar. 

Governance Aspects of Democratic Decentralizations and Tribal Autonomy

Kanis and the Governing System of the Kudis: As it has already been seen every kudi has a headman 

called kani and he exercises considerable control over the members of the kudi. The word kani is probably 
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derived from the Dravidian word kanam which means possession, mortgage or lease, but originally 

supervision, protection (P T Thomas 1958: 173). The selection, powers, and the role of a kani in a 

Muthuvan kudi and changes in these have been depicted by P T Thomas (P T Thomas 1958: 173-79). 

Among Muthuvans the office of kani is not necessarily hereditary and the is chosen usually for life-time 

by common consent of the adult male members of the kudi. They of course can also be removed on 

grounds of inefficiency or infirmity. Kanis are now being elected by all tmembers of a kudi and not by 

elders alone as in the past. Moral stature, knowledge and awareness of the issues among people,capacity 

sustain traditional values and customs, the personal capacity to manage crisis etc are considered while 

electing the kanis. Thus a kani gets his position by virtue of his personal qualities, general ability, and 

moral character. Age, though not an overriding consideration plays a part. Clan or sub-clan is not 

important for selecting a kani.Sometimes a person's lineage is also being considered. Person is selectedas  

kani  from a clan having numerical predominance in the kudi. Kani's authority is derived chiefly from the 

fact that he is officially recognised by the forest department as headman, and is charged with various 

duties.

The main duties of the kani are to maintain discipline in the kudi, to report to the forest department 

officials periodically on all matters concerning the settlement, to settle disputes involving members or 

families under his charge, to allocate land for cultivation, to supply labour as and when required by the 

forest department, and to attend to any other matter that he may be entrusted officially.

The kani acts as a link between forest officials and the members of the kudi. All the members are obliged 

to obey the kani. If some emergency situations emerge kanis are supposed to call for Oorukoottam (a 

meeting of all the members of a kudi) and the issues are taken there for discussion. Based on the 

discussion decisions are taken and solutions found.

The exercise of judicial authority is the duty as well as the privilege of the kani. In this role he is assisted 

by the elders of the kudi who constitute the Panchayat or judicial body. Kanis are influential in many 

social fields and even in politics. In the last VP election kanis played important roles in determining the 

candidates of all parties.

Social life in the kudis is controlled by the kani and other elders there. All male heads in a kudi are 

theoretically members of the Panchayat, and are entitled to express views in the meetings of the body. In 

actual practice, however, a man's role in the Panchayat depends on his age, social status, lineage, wisdom, 

ability,fairness and the respect he commands. The judicial body of the kudi as a subordinate court is 

empowered by custom and tradition. It deals with minor offences involving members of the settlement 

and offences are tried by higher judicial body consisting of the heads and elder members of the clans 

involved. An appeal against the judgment of the VP may also be considered by the higher body (P T 

Thomas 1958: 179-80).

Kani Vs Clan Head: As it has already been seen there are six exogamous clans among Muthuvans. The 

hereditary clan head, exercises jural authority over all its members. Since every Muthuvan is a member of 

one kudi or another, the effective control of the people rests with the head of the kudi rather than with the 

clan head. Membership of the kudi cuts across clan barriers and hence it is possible that in the same kudi 
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there may be members of several clans under the effective control of the kani. This is because of clan 

exogamy, descent through females, and cross-cousin marriage. Every Muthuvan belongs to two social 

institutions or structural divisions, namely the clan and the kudi (P T Thomas 1958: 168-70). Clan 

membership is obtained by virtue of birth and hence it is unchangeable. Membership in a kudi is obtained 

voluntarily by a person based on his preference. It is changeable. As a clan member the individual is 

theoretically subject to control by the head of the clan, but the clan being a dispersed unit there is little 

direct relationship between clan members and the clan head. This makes the direct exercise of judicial 

authority by the clan head over all the members of the clan in day-to-day affairs difficult, if not possible. 

Thus the immediate judicial control lies with the head of the kudi who is the man on the spot (P T Thomas 

1958: 172).

Kanis' Cooption into VP Administrative: As Edamalakkudy VP is a Panchayat formed exclusively for 

the tribes in Edamalakkudy. However the kanis continue to enjoy some special privileges in the VP 

administration which in effect works out to include a few distinct features of a tribal communitarian 

practices into a modern democratic system. Now kanis are elected as per certain norms. The minutes of 

kani's election are also maintained. About 10 years back there were no minutes for the election of kanis. 

This means that the government has approved official and covert though not overt integration of the office 

of the kani in a kudi with mthe VP. There are other instances which also endorse integration of  the office 

of kani in a kudi. For example, in view of the inaccessibility of tribal regions, government has ruled that 

“each settlement will have a headman who has attained that position either by hereditary right or by 

selection or election by the members of the settlement, in conformity with the existing practice provided 

that when a headman fails to carry out any of the duties the Divisional Forest Officer may call upon the 

adult male members to dispose him and elect another competent man to take his place” (P T Thomas 

1958: 172-73). This has made  kani's role in kudi more official and independent. In short, kani now 

assumes more power while clan head loses some of his powers.

Government gives various kinds of training to Kanis on the specifics and dynamics of a modern 

democratic administrative system through KITARDS at Kozhikkode, KILA at Mulamkunnathukavu, 

Thrissur, and the Dept. of Tribal Welfare, Government of Kerala. For training they are called to the 

centres of these agencies. Sometimes the officials concerned come to the kudis and provide trainings. At 

the end of each training programme participants are given certificates and handbooks with information 

on various tribal welfare schemes and programmes , tribal  rights, and matters related to leadership 

training etc. (Interview with V Devendran and G Arumukhom). They also get a handbook regarding the 

STs and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006.

Now there is no clear cut division of powers between kanis and the GP members leading to conflicts 

between them. The GP Member has a fixed tenure while a kani does not have a fixed tenure. He can 

continue to be kani for his lifetime. A kani will always be a male member from the kudi. Normally a GP 

member will be from a political party, but a kani need not be member or sympathizer of any political party. 

The GP Members deal with the administrative matters of the GP while kanis deal with the social and 

community life of the kudi's people. The GS meetings are presided over by Kanis who act as a link 

between forest officials and the people in the kudis. In the wards in the GP are demarcated by government 

based on certain norms. In Edamalakkudy VP all the kudis, except Idalippara, are smaller than the wards. 
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In a ward there may be two to four  kudis. There may be one VP  member for two  to four  kanis.

Some powers are jointly shared by kanis and members. Certain meetings of the committees cannot be 

convened without kanis. In certain matters opinion of elders from the kudi will also be considered. This 

means that the presence of kanis and elders of the kudi are important in some cases.Decisions taken in the 

presence of kani can not be appealed. In many administrative issues the members seek the advice of the 

kanis and the kani is obliged to help them in such matters. Oorukoottam is the best example. Kani's 

opinion in the GS meeting is valued and respected.

Sometimes conflicts arise between a member and the kani as it had happened in the last Oorukoottam 

meetings held from May 21 to 23, 2014. Guruswami, the kani of Nadukkudi did not attend the XII ward 

GS meeting though his kudi was part of the ward. Panchayat President was Kanniyamma Sreerangan. 

The Kani complained that he was not properly invited and alleged that people were not properly informed 

about the meetings by the GP. He also alleged that the Panchayat committee indulges in favouritism in 

distributing benefits Some of his friends in the kudi also supported him. In certain   other oorukoottam 

meetings also the absence of the kani was visible. When asked about the absence of the kanis it was 

answered that they were not able to come for one reason or other. In  reality  it was only a smokescreen for 

their reluctance. 

Mechanisms for Strengthening Grassroot Democracy: Community Development Society (CDS) and 

the Scheduled Tribe Promoters contribute much to the strengthening of grassroot level democracy. In 

Edamalakkudy VP there are thirty four Kudumbasree units since last four years and six more units are 
34

about to start. The structure and functioning of the programme is samilar in all VPs.  Women leaders of 

the programme get more chances to develop their leadership potential and capacity than their male 

counterparts. In many of VP meetings, programmes and seminars they help  GP officials. Ramany from 

Ampalappadikkudi is the chairperson, Kamakshi from Idalippara is the Secretary, and Sankuvathy is the 

Vice-President of CDS. Ramany is capable of managing various functions.

Thirteen ST promoters have been appointed in the Edamalakkudy VP @ one promoter for each ward by 

the ST development deaprtment. The promoters, like the kanis, are trained by various governmental 
35agencies such as KILA , KIRTADS, and the department of tribal development of Kerala at places 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kozhikkode, Adimali, and in the kudis itself. Certificates were issued for attending 

such training and awareness programmes. They were given  handbooks containing instructions and 

guidelines  for working for the people in the kudis. (Interviews, Ashok S and Babu G). The job of the 

promoters is to inform people in the kudis about various government schemes and programmes. They 

have to visit the kudis regularly and meet the people to clear their doubts on various matters. The grass 

rootdemocracy at Panchayat level has also increased the responsibility of promoters. Promotersare 

expected to play lead role in the GS meetings to make them more effective. But in Edamalakkudy VP this 

is not followed effectively, said Sri. Ashok. Even though they are active at the time of Oorukoottam 

34 The total number of Kudumbasree units in a single ward of a Village Panchayat together form an Area Development Society (ADS) and the total number of ADSs 

together form a Community Development Society. So CDS is working at Panchayat level, ADS is working at ward level and the Kudumbasree Unit the basic of all.

35 Kerala Institute of Local Administration (KILA) has been engaged in the capacity building activities for local governments in Kerala since its establishment in 1990. 

The Institute, supported by the Government of Kerala, is its nodal institution for training, research and consultancy for the Local Self-Government Institutions. The 

Institute engages in different capacity building activities of the local governments, both rural and urban.
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meetings they are treated as ordinary participants only. Actually they help the Panchayat staff to select the 

beneficiaries in Oorukoottams, and compile lists of  beneficiaries for various programmes. They help 

people in the kudis to prepare applications for various purposes, write complaints and submit it to the VP 

Secretary or the authority concerned. They have the responsibility of coordinating the Kudumbasree 

programme also. But these responsibilities are not being discharged  by them.

Towards a New Political Practice

Party politics is not yet deep rooted in Edamalakkudy athough political parties have been there for a long 

time. Political consciousness is visible among Muthuvans of Edamalakkudy  who are aware of the 

region's underdevelopment.  GP Madanan says that most people think that giving more benefits to the 

Adivasis is meaningless (Interview, Madanan). Mainstream society's of STs in general and Muthuvans of 

Edamalakkudy in particular should be changed.

The introduction of PR furthered their political awareness. EMS Namboothiripad's view on planning and 

development deserves a special mention here. He said, “there is no politics in development, but there is 

politics of development.” Decentralisation and participatory planning bridged the state-citizen gap. 

Citizens can directly participate in planning process and in deciding on their need. This way they get more 

chances to engage with the state and government. 

Party politics has also crept into the region decades ago.Four major political parties-. Indian National 

Congress, CPI (M), CPI, and BJP- are now functioning in the region. In the GP administration BJP has no 

role. Congress is the ruling party. CPI has one member and CPI (M) has three out of the thirteen members 

in the Panchayat. The rest of the three  are from the Congress. Of all these members some are  party 

members. Most of the women Panchayat members have contested in the last GP election under banner of 

their husband's party. As such, they are not aware of the ideology and strategies of political parties.

Indian National Congress is the leading political party in Edamalakkudy ever since inmigration of 

Muthuvans to the region. Rajendran from Idalippara is the Mandalam President. At beginning of  

Edamalakkudy settlement the elders decided that they should all follow only the Congress Party 

(Interview, Babu G). Muthuvans have an emotional attachment to Smt. Indira Gandhi and  believe that 

she had been very helpful to them. 

Congress Party's youth wing and women's wing are also established there. Babu from Andavankudi and 

Darmendran from Idalippara are the Mandalam President and Secretary respectively of Youth Congress. 

In some kudis such as Meenkuthi, Andavankudi, Idalaippara, Parapayar etc.the Youth Congress is active. 

Recently, 85 membership cards have been distributed in various kudis such as Andavankudi and 

Vellavara. Earlier 150 memberships have been issued. At election times leaders visit every kudi as part of 

their political campaigning. All the election techniques which are practiced in other parts of Kerala are 

also  practiced in Edamalakkudy.Youth Congress leaders actively participate in pamphlet distribution, 

pasting the posters, fixing the flex boards etc. Eswari and Sulekha from Puthukkudi are the Mandalam 

Mahila Congress President and Secretary respectively. But there is no trade union wing- INTUC  or 

student wing (KSU) here for obvious reasons. Youth Congress leaders however visit the INTUC office at 

Munnar (Interview, Babu G).
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Congress leaders outside Edamalakkudy are always in touch with the local leaders of the Party in 

Edamalakkudy. Though there are local Congress leaders  in Edamalakkudy the key persons who organize 

them is an outsider. A K Mani Ex MLA, KPCC general secretary, Muniyandi, Congress Devikulam 

Assembly Constituency President, Youth Congress Devikulam Assembly Constituency President, a local 

leader from Pettimudi,  Youth Congress leader Ansari from 10th Mile etc. are key persons in organising 

the party and its fractions in Edamalakkudy. Ansari made extra efforts to organize the unit of Youth 

Congress in Edamalakkudy. It was Ansari, who made  Babu, Mandalam President of Youth Congress 

(Interview, Babu G).

The CPI (M) that started its work in the region some 10-12 years ago only.is a major political force in the 

region. S Rajendran, sitting MLA from Devikulam Constituency, Sundaramanikyam, Ex-MLA,  K V 

Sasi, and Nallamuthu built the Party in the region. Ramakrishnan, GP member from 9th ward and the 

Munnar branch committee member of the Party, says that the MLA is very much interested in 

Edamalakkudy and he visits Edamalakkudy at least once in a month and sometimes he will stay in Sri. 

Ramakrishnan's house also. The MLA has played a major role in Edamalakkudy's development. Former 

Speaker K. Radhakrishnan's visit to Edamalakkudy greatly helped the party. Siltting MLA was the key 

person behind the visit of the former Speaker to the region. From Edamalakkudy region there are 26 

members in the Party @ two members from each ward. There are thirteen local committee members also 

from Edamalakkudy @ one each from a ward (Interview wth Ramakrishnan).

CPI, which started functioning in Edamalakkudy from early 1990's, is the second political party to 

function in Edamalakkudy after the Congress. Arjunan from Ampalappadikkudi, the first Panchayat 

member from Edamalakkudy under the banner of CPI, was elected in 1995 Panchayat elections when it 

was a ward of the Munnar GP. Arjunan won the election with a margin of 248 votes. At that time 

Edamalakkudy was the XII ward of Munnar Village  Panchayat and Tata Estates, Nyamakkadu, Kadalar, 

Rajamala and Pettimudi areas were also part of this ward. This ward had been reserved for an ST 

candidate. Thus Arjunan was selected as a candidate by the Party from the ward. Before this election only 

Congress candidates were elected from the ward. Arjunan said that about 100 youngsters from various 

kudis supported him hintning that people for the first time in its political history got disillusioned with the 

Congress and were looking for a change. In the 2005 GP  election too CPI candidate Madanan from 

Ampalappadikkudi was elected from the ward.Since formation of GP in 2010 he continues to be the 

member from the XIII ward covering kudis of Ampalappadikkudi, Ampalapparakkudi, Kavakkatukudi 

and Kandathukudi (Interviews, Arjunan & Madanan.

Arjunan and Madanan are the two local leaders of CPI in Edamalakkudy. As part of the election campaign 

for the last Parliament election both of them visited all twenty eight kudis in the region. In the early 1990's 

Madanan met local CPI leader Kovilpillai Nayamakkadu and a former Panchayat member and Arjunan's 

friend and befriended him helping him meet C A Kurian, former Deputy Speaker of the State Legislative 

Assembly and CPI State level leader. Arjunan and Madanan maintain their contact with C A Kurian and 

other CPI leaders. Contacts and  efforts of local level leaders like Muthupandi, Ouseph, Bodiraj etc. 

helped  strengthen the Party in Edamalakkudy. Many local and higher level leaders of CPI are in touch 

with the people in kudis and visit the kudi regularly (Interviews, Arjunan & Madanan). Arjunan and 

Madanan claim that CPI has members from across twenty eight kudis in Edamalakkudy. In each kudi at 
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least three members are there for the Party. Among all those kudis the Party is strongest in ward XIII. The 

Party has many members there and Sri. Madanan was elected as Panchayat member from that ward. The 

Party does not have its youth wing or women's wing in Edamalakkudy.

BJP also has followers in the region. In the last Parliament Election BJP's presence was very much visible 

throughout the campaigning. There were three polling stations in Edamalakkudy located at Societykkudi, 

Parappayar, and Mulakuthara. Ramakrishnan informed that in the Societykkudi polling station a majority 

of votes polled might have been in favour of BJP. The Party could not secure substantial number of votes 

in other regions.

Activists of  Left parties, seem to be more aware of the socio-economic and political situations of 

Edamalakudy. The same is the case with the Panchayat members also. Madanan, the Panchayat member 

from CPI and Ramakrishnan, the Panchayat member from CPI(M) are more informed than others. In the 

Oorukoottam meetings of the 9th and 10th wards,Sri. Ramakrishnan spoke on the dais presenting the 

problems and development issues to be addressed by the Panchayat. It was the only such speech in all the 

thirteen Oorukoottams in the Panchayat. 

Activists parties, barring those from the Left parties, are not very much aware of party organizations and 

party structures. For example one Youth Congress Mandalam President does not know the distinction 

between the Congress Party and its youth wing Youth Congress. When asked about the party hierarchy, 

Arjunan and  Madanan could not  properly reply. The same is the case with the Ramamkrishnan, CPM 

Panchayat member. When asked about the ideology of different parties, the activists of all the parties were 

not able to explain, though the left activists are found better than others.

Party politics here is not as rigorous as in other Panchayats. Many Panchayat members, (especially 

President Kanniyamma and Madanan, expressed view that in matters of public importance party politics 

does not come in their way. If somebody's opinion is important and valid, it will be taken into 

consideration. Madanan, being a member for the second time is an experienced person in Panchayat 

administration. Everybody honours his opinions irrespective of party line. Murukan and some people 

from Nadukkudi said that nobody will oppose  Madanan (Interview, Murukan, Selvaraj and Saravanan). 

Caste and communal considerations are also absent in the region. People's attitude towards party politics 

is evident from the narration of Subhash Chandran (K P Subhash Chandran 2011: 14). He says 

that “a candidate's poster can be pasted in his/her opposition candidate's home. The people together paste 

posters for all the candidates irrespective of party line. On the day of election contestants from various 

parties will come together for preparing the food and will have it. They feel that they are all one.” Even 

though the political parties field the candidate in the elections, there is also the role of kanis in this. The 

discussions with the kanis are important in this regard. 

However, political partied politics do play some role in the GP administration. For example President, 

Vice-President and of Standing Committee Chairpersons are all elected from the party which secured 

more seats in the election viz the Congress. So naturally the candidates who won in the election under its 

banner are elected to various positions. One of the major problems here is that capable and  popular 

persons are not getting elected to key posts. Senior and experienced persons like Madanan remain as only 
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members without getting any key position. People who are not partisan and wish to be objective are 

compelled to take decisions along party line.

Conclusion

Kerala is a State that has successfully initiated democratic decentralisation at grassroot level for 

improving public service delivery, economic development and resource management. The paper reviews 

the role, nature, mechanisms of governance in development of an exclusively tribal habitat in a non-tribal 

dominated regulatory macro setting. Muthuvans, the only tribe at Edamalakkudy, lead reclusive life since 

time immemorial in their 28 settlements. With the constitution of Edamalakkudy as a GP, many changes 

occurred in their physical and social life.  This field based study reviews existing social structure and the 

nature and tendency of changes initiated trough the GP since its formation and comes to the following 

conclusions.

The traditional social structure of the Muthuvans is different from other tribal communities. Though they 

occasionally interact with outsiders now, their ethno system is still strong, and non-Muthuvans can not 

marry into the village. Even though the GP was formed exclusively for the STs no steps were taken to 

make any special legal provision in this regard. The activities of Edamalakkudy Village Panchayat are 

limited and Muthuvans' life is largely  regulated by the State department of forests and wild life. The two 

field agencies of the forest department that delimit or impinge on the activities of the VP are EDS and 

AVSS. The privileges of the kudis, the basic unit of tribal social life , have been curtailed now as the new 

PR system that has assumed more powers in local governance. The kudis  now do not  perform important 

judicial functions as in the past due to loss of privileges by  kanis. Though the Government has formally 

recognized the position of the kani and kudi there is no clear demarcation of powers between kanis and  

VP Members leading to conflicts between them. Clan and sub-clan system exists among the Muthuvans 

in Edamalakkudy. Marriage alliance within a clan is prohibited. Muthuvans observe community 

endogamy and clan exogamy. Monogamy is their norm.Bigamy is permitted only with consent of the 

issueless first wife. There is a clear cut gender difference in many fields among Muthuvans and there wass 

little scope in the past for women asserting and occupying positions of power and honour. The democratic 

decentralization and the PR system have changed this and played decisive role in the socio-political 

engagement of the tribal women in Edamalakkudy. 

 Muthuvans' educational status is low compared to other tribals elsewhere in the State due to poverty, lack 

of family support, inaccessibility of educational facilities, high failure rate in the initial classes and 

tradition and customs. A shift is seen in their health practices from patronage of tribal medicines to use of 

modern medicines. 

Muthuvans population has been declining due to use of contraceptives by women to avoid their 

customery confinement in Valaimappura (separate hut to stay during their menstrual periods).

Their consumption pattern has changed. Agriculture production has decreased drastically. Muthuvans 

have not been developed economically although Central Government schemes like MGNREGA have 

elsewhere helped the tribal upliftment. Many women are now members of micro credit collectives such 

as Kudumbasree and  Ayalkkoottams. Certain  improvement in their political consciousness is evident. 
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They are aware of their poor conditions and the need for improvements. Decentralization and 

participatory planning through PR have narrowed the gap between the state and Muthuvans.

Edamalakkudy VP possesses very few assets that were created when Edamalakkudy was part of Munnar 

VP.

The local governance process is only partially successful in transferring the authority of local economic 

development to a wide range of local institutions and committees. The funds available are limited. The VP 

however, was been effective in creating self-confidence and preserving community spirit among tribals. 

Democratic participation of the local community in the planning and decision-making process is almost 

absent. 

Barriers to the comprehensive development of the area include its poor accessibility and remote location 

of the VP, lack of special legal provisions for the tribal panchayats, regulationof VP by external agencies, 

funds crunch and lack of official support.

The institution of Tribal VP is widely accepted and appreciated by the Tribal Community and it is 

gradually gaining in acceptance, trust and efficacy. The impact of GP is gradually reaching out to the 

tribals. A new development vision and  hope for a beeter future has opened up before tribals. Physical 

connectivity and wage employment (Nooru Pani) is now becoming a reality. Party politics that has 

entered the tribal life has not become an obstacle for the development of tribals due to a rich and robust 

social capital among them. 

Some of the major issues and related suggestions are listed as under:

1.The existing Kerala Panchayati Raj Act and Rules were not framed keeping in mind the unique needs of 

tribals.They should be reviewd to provide special provisions in the KPR Act for Tribal VPs.

 2. The VP has not fully become fully functional at Edamalakkudy as it is still functioning from Munnar. It 

should be shifted fully to Edamalakkudy.

3. Things are not happening according to perceptions of the tribal community. Some aspects of local 

governance are still an unknown territory for them. Rules, procedures and systems are not that simple for 

them and they should be specially developed for tribal people.

4.The tribal VP is run largely by the bureaucracy. Tribal friendly support systems and capacity building 

exercises are needed to enable tribal people to run VP by themselves.

5. Since the tribal lifestyle is interwoven with forest resources it is high time to establish a convergence 

between the VP and the AVSS.

6. A comprehensive tribal friendly master plan in much needed.

7. The scope of delineating more tribal VPs should be explored. 
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